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1. Background
The Genetic Hybrid Algorithm (GHA) is a flexible platform for high-performance numerical
computation, developed for single and parallel processor computers since 1999. The key idea
of the platform is to provide powerful equipment for designing new algorithms in numerical
computation. GHA has been tested on numerous difficult problems of finance and
engineering, vector valued time series modeling, mathematical programming - especially
mixed integer nonlinear programming - and simulation. In this user’s guide we will show by
example, how different problems are solved by the platform and indicate how it could be
used in developing own algorithms for specific numerical problems. GHA and its support
libraries are placed as linkable libraries on the Linux main frame computer of Åbo Akademi
University and the massively parallel Cray XT supercomputer at the Centre of Scientific
Computing (CSC) in Helsinki. For testing the algorithm on these computers, you need a user
id as provided by the respective computer centre. Any commercial applications require
acquisition of the platform.
The core algorithm is built in object-oriented strict ANSI C. Therefore, the platform can be
further developed in future research, without hampering the functionality or solvability of
previous applications. The algorithm runs on both single and parallel processor computers.
On parallel machines, communication between processors is handled through MPI functions.
Extensive heap memory checking by Valgrind (Julian Seward) show that no memory leaks
are possible. Some memchecks are presented in the MINLP-discussion subsequently.
A selection of the leading nonlinear and linear programming algorithms known today is
connected as support libraries to the platform and thoroughly tested on single and parallel
computers. The source code for these algorithms has been obtained from the corresponding
research groups during 2005-2009. These algorithms have been developed in the universities
of Stanford, California and Maryland in USA and the University of Bayreuth in Germany.
The leaders of the research groups have been key authorities in non-linear programming over
the last 25 years. A high performance nonlinear algorithm has been developed by the author
for comparisons to the established codes. The algorithms are used as node solvers in difficult
mixed-integer nonlinear programming problems on single or parallel processors, where the
communication between local solution trees is monitored by GHA.
Large scale mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP), General Disjunctive
programming (GDP) and Quadratic Assignment (QAP) problems arise frequently in
economics and engineering. For example, when assessing the risk surface of the firm within a
multi-period setting, where the corporate decisions are connected to the financial statements
through internal accounting logic, large scale GDP- or MINLP-problems will be encountered.
Active-set Sequential Programming (SQP) methods and interior point methods are currently
considered the most powerful algorithms for large-scale nonlinear programming. In nonconvex or irregular problems, the algorithms cannot guarantee the global solution. However,
the established algorithms usually yield at least a feasible MINLP-solution when used in a
branch-and-bound search process. Certain non-smooth problems can be reformulated as
smooth optimization problems, but in general a methodology for non-differentiable functions
is required for non-smooth optimization. New methods for difficult optimization problems
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are readily connected to GHA, for example in order to utilize its parallel capabilities.
Integrated geno-mathematical systems, where artificial intelligence is connected to
mathematical programming methodology on parallel supercomputers, provide a powerful
basis for simplifying difficult irregular optimization problems and solving them concurrently.
In several cases of relevance in practice, the local branch-and-bound trees of the parallel
processors are considerably smaller and the solution superior to the one obtained from the
large search conducted by a single processor.
Several vector-valued time series algorithms have been developed by the author and
connected to the platform as separate linkable libraries. A vector-valued state space algorithm
derived by professor Masanao Aoki in University of California has been implemented based
on the cooperation and joint reporting during 1995-1997.
Research linked to GHA focuses on high performance computing in finance and engineering,
with the target to enhance the development of single and parallel geno-mathematical solutions
to difficult numerical problems.
GHA has been used for difficult mixed-integer nonlinear programming problems in both
sequential and parallel tests. The results have been encouraging in comparison to competing
approaches. One of the key features of GHA is the ability to combine rigorous mathematical
algorithms with artificial search engines, an advantage frequently needed in, e.g., MINLPproblems.
The heap memory usage of GHA and its central support libraries have been checked using the
powerful Valgrind debugger (cf. http://valgrind.org).
The scalability of the platform has been previously demonstrated on the massively parallel
supercomputers Cray T3E and IBMSC at the Centre of Scientific Computing (CSC) Helsinki
in vector-valued time series estimation problems and MINLP-problems.
During 2009-2011, we have demonstrated scalability of GHA on Cray XT at CSC with up to
4048 cores and at the Jugene supercomputer within a PRACE project with up to 65536 cores.
Jugene is currently the fastest massively parallel supercomputer in Europe. The
computational platform does not restrict the number of processors to be used. The possible
limitations arise from the computational problem at hand.
GHA is listed on the web-site of CSC as one of the few fully scalable parallel algorithms
(http://www.csc.fi/english/research/Computing_services/computing/servers/louhi_scalability)
with permission to use all available cores. Cray XT belongs to the group of the top 500
parallel supercomputers in the world (http://www.top500.org/, 11/2007).
During 2013, scalability has been demonstrated on the CrayXC30 at CSC with the maximum
number of processors made available for the test.
We have shown that the complexity of binary mixed-integer-nonlinear problems can be
significantly reduced on parallel processors using asynchronic mesh interrupts and binary
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coding of local box constraints. The local branch-and-bound trees are solved using efficient
non-linear optimization algorithms monitored by GHA. Lately, we have extended the
approach to general discrete valued MINLP-problems using shifted Gray-coding of the local
box constraints. This approach allows a complete mapping of the Cartesian search space in
MINLP-problems and a corresponding simplification of the computational task for the local
processors.
An accelerator function placed in critical stages of the main loop of GHA enables the
connection of external algorithms – available packages or tailor made algorithms designed by
the user - to the platform. For example, high-functionality MATLAB-code can be integrated
into GHA on platforms having the mcc-compiler and the necessary object libraries. The
accelerator forms a window that allows the researcher/problem solver to tackle the following
question: How can I solve the computational problem at hand using the best available
algorithms in the world?
GHA is founded on two main principles:
(i) allowing meaningful connections to available high-performance algorithms,
(ii) maximizing the intelligence of the processors with respect to computational
resources.
These principles support the construction of scalable algorithms for numerical problems in
computational finance and engineering.
We welcome new ideas that will stimulate the continuing efforts to simplify numerical
problem solving and extend the solution potential of established and new algorithms through
parallel processing.
Note: the links embedded in the below documents may not open properly with Firefox.
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2. Introduction to GHA with code examples
3. Using GHA and its support library MINLP_bb in MINLP-problems
References where GHA has been tested in single and parallel processing
These and other papers of the author can be downloaded via
http://www.academia.edu
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